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1. INTRODUCTION 
The discrete boundary value problems arise in the study of solid state physics, chemical reactions, 
population dynamics, etc. (e.g., see [l-3]). B es1 ‘d es, they are also natural consequences of the 
discretization of differential boundary value problems. Thus, these problems have been studied 
by many workers (see [l-7]). Let N 1 2 be a positive integer, 1?-’ = {1,2,. . . , N - 1) and 
It = IF-’ U {O,N}. For the function u(t) : It - R, we define 
s%(t) = u(t - 1) - 221(t) + u(t + l), t E P-’ 1 ) 
Evw = & (u(t - 1) + lOu@) + U(t + 1)) , t E p. 
Then, we consider the following boundary value problem: 
--s2ti(t) + PN f t E I;-', 
(1.1) 
u(0) = a, u(N) = P, 
where the given function f : It x R -+ R is assumed to be continuous in its arguments, and 
(Y, p E R are known constants. The motivation to study the boundary value problem (1.1) comes 
from the fact that it results from the discretization of the following continuous boundary value 
problem: v”(z) = &y(z)), 0 < z < 1, y(O) = a, y(l) = /3, by the fourth-order Numerov’s 
method (see [8,9]). As has been remarked in [5], the nature of the solution of a continuous 
problem is not identical with that of the solution of its discrete analogue. It is of interest to 
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study problem (1.1). In [lo], the authors studied the existence and uniqueness of the solution 
of (1.1) when f(t/N,u) is linear with respect to u. For the nonlinear case, the author in [9] 
provided several sufficient conditions for the local existence and uniqueness of the solution of (1.1) 
by applying the Shauder’s fixed-point theorem and the contraction mapping theorem. As is 
well known, there are several techniques employed in the study of the discrete boundary value 
problems. Especially, the monotone iterative method coupled with the upper and lower solutions 
as initial iterations has been widely used (e.g., see [ll-151). A novelty of this method is that 
in the process of iteration it gives an existence-comparison (and uniqueness) theorem as well as 
upper and lower bounds of the solution. Therefore, such constructive method is of great value. 
In [9], the author also discussed the convergence of Picard’s iterative method and the modified 
Newton’s iterative method, but the monotone convergence is not investigated. The aim of this 
paper, is to propose a monotone iterative method for problem (1.1). Meanwhile, we obtain some 
local, as well as, global existence and uniqueness results of the solution. In this paper, further 
completion and development of the corresponding results in [9] are discussed. We also remark 
that only low regularity conditions are imposed on f in this paper. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give a positive lemma which is the basic 
tool for us to establish the monotone iterative method. In Section 3, we introduce the concepts of 
upper and lower solutions, and establish comparison and existence results of the upper and lower 
solutions. A monotone iterative scheme is presented in Section 4. We show that if the upper and 
lower solutions are taken as initial values, the iteration not only gives the upper and lower bounds 
of the solution of problem (l.l), but also converges to it monotonically. Furthermore, we obtain 
some local as well as global existence and uniqueness results of the solution of problem (1.1). 
Finally, the global convergence of the iteration is investigated. Section 5 is devoted to comparing 
and analyzing the convergence rate of the iteration. In the final section, we give some examples 
which illustrate this approach. 
2. A POSITIVE LEMMA 
In this section, we establish a positive lemma which plays the fundamental role in the monotone 
iterative method. Without further mention, we assume that the inequalities involving the vectors 
(matrices) are componentwise (elementwise) in this paper. We first introduce the concept of 
monotone matrix. An n x n real matrix A = (A~J) is called a monotone matrix if AZ 2 0 implies 
Z 2 0 for any vector Z E R“ (e.g., see (16,171). In this case, Ai,i > 0 (see [IS]). A necessary and 
sufficient condition for the monotonicity of an n x n real matrix A is the existence of the inverse 
A-’ 2 0 (e.g., see [16,17]). W e al so need the following criteria for the monotonicity of a matrix. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See 118, Corollary 1, p. 851.) If A = (ai,j) is a real, irreducibly diagonally dominant 
n x n matrix with ai,j 5 0 for all i # j, and ai,i > 0, for all 1 5 i 5 n, then A is a monotone 
matrix. 
LEMMA 2.2. (See [17, Theorem 3, p. 2981.) Let u be the identity matrix. If a matrix T = Y - S, 
S 2 0 and for certain matrix norm 11 . 11, l[Sll < 1, then T is a monotone matrix. 
Throughout this paper, let Y be the identity matrix and define the symmetric tridiagonal 
matrices A = (&,j) ad B = (Bi,j) as 
Ai,i = 2, Bg,i = f , i= 1,2 ,...,N-1, 
Ai,i_l = -1, Bi,i_l = &, i=2,3 ,..., N-l, 
Ai,i+l = -1, &,i+l = i, i = 1,2, . . . ) N - 2. 
(2.1) 
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Let M be a given constant and set 
Also, we define 
S = {u(t) 1 u(t) : I,N - R} . 
We have the following positive lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let u(t) E S such that 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
-s2U(t) + PN (M(t)?@) 1 0, t E q-l) 
u(O) 2 0, u(N) 2 0, (2.4) 
where M(t) E S. Set& = mintelN--l M(t) anda = maX,elg M(t). Ifmax (N(M),N(Z)) < 1, 1 
then u(t) > 0, for all t E It. 
PROOF. Let U, G E RN-’ such that 
u = (u(l), . . . ) u(N - l))T, G= ((I-~)~(0),O,...,O,(I-~)u(N))T, 
and 
Then, we write (2.4) as 
D = diag (M(l), . . . , M(N - 1)). 
(A+&BD)UzG, u(O)ZO, z@V)LO, (2.5) 
where A and B are the same as before. In view of (2.5)) it suffices to show that G > 0 and the 
matrix A+ (1/N2)BD is monotone provided max(h/(M),N(?@) < 1. Let 20 = maxt,s,J M(t) 
and %i = msq,,r-1 M(t). There are six cases. 
CASE (i). Me I 0 and J@ 2 0. In this case, G 2 0 and D 2 0. It can be checked that the matrix 
A + (l/N2)13D is a real, irreducibly diagonally dominant tridiagonal matrix with the positive 
diagonal elements and nonpositive off-diagonal elements provided A@@,) < 1. Clearly, N(Mr ) = 
max(N(M), N(z)). So by Lemma 2.1, it is monotone provided max(Af(it!) , Id(m)) c 1. 
CASE (ii). ac 5 0, M < 0, and xi 2 0. In this case, G 1 0. We write 
D=D++D-, D+ = diag (max (0, M( 1)) , . . . , max (0, M(N - 1))) . 
Let 7X = A + (1/N2)BD +. Using the same reasoning as that in Case (i), we get that x is 
monotone as long as N(mi) < 1. Next we express 
A + &D = Y + $~D--A-’ X. 
> 
We know that the product of two monotone matrices is still monotone. Hence, by Lemma 2.2, 
the matrix A + (1/N2)BD is monotone provided that for certain norm 11 . (1, 
II $BD-P II < 1. 
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It is clear that A is monotone and 51 2 A. We have ;;I-‘iiA-’ > x-‘AA-’ and so A-’ > 
--1 
A 2 0. Further, A-‘(A-‘)T 2 ~-‘(;i-‘)T 2 0 and so the spectral radius p(A-’ 
(A-l)T) is not less than the spectral radius p(~-l(~-l)T) (see [19, 2.4.91). Hence, ]];I-‘]]2 = 
&ix-‘(T’)T) 5 ,/P(A-~(A-~)~) = llA-‘112. To estimate IIA-1112, we consider the following 
auxiliary problem: 
-s2u(t) = Au(t), t E q-1, 
u(0) = u(N) = 0. 
The minimal eigenvalue Xi = 4sin2(?r/2N) (see [4]). W e k now that ]]A-‘]]2 equals p~-i, the 
maximal eigenvalue of A- l. Since pAI- = l/Xi, we have ]]x-‘]]2 I ]]A-‘]]2 = 1/(4sin2(?r/2N)). 
Similarly, ]]B]]z = 1 - (1/3)sin2(n/2ZV) = 5/6 + (1/6)cos(n/N) due to B = v - (1/12)A. We 
find that 
II 
&n-~-’ 
/I 
5 _ 5 + cos(nP) M = N(M). 
2 24N2 sin2(r/2N)- 
Therefore, the matrix A + (1/N2)BD is monotone provided max(N(u),N(mi)) < 1. It is clear 
that max(N(M) , J.f(ml )) = max(h/(&),N(a)) and so the conclusion follows. 
CASE (iii). zs 5 0 and ni < 0. In this case, G 2 0. It can be easily checked that A is 
monotone. We write 
A+ $BD = 
( 
U+ $BDA-~ A. 
) 
By the same technique as that in Case (ii), we find that the matrix A + (1/iV2)BD is monotone 
provided h/(M) < 1. Clearly, N(M) = msx(N(M),N(M)). Then the conclusion follows. 
CASE (iv). zs > 0 and ti 2 0. In this case, G > 0 as long ss N(Ms) < 1. The argument 
in Case (i) implies that the matrix A + (1/N2)BD is monotone provided N(?$?i) < 1. Since 
max(N(Ms) , N(x1)) = max(N(M) , N(M)), we obtain the conclusion. 
CASE (v). ms > 0, M < 0, and li;li 2 0. In this case, G 2 0 ss long as N(Ms) < 1. Along the 
same line as that in Case (ii), we obtain the monotonicity of the matrix A + (1/N2)BD provided 
max(N(J&V(~i)) < 1. Obviously, max(N(&Q,n/(%?i),N(~e)) = max(N(&), n/(M)). 
This leads to the conclusion. 
CASE (vi). zc > 0 and zi < 0. In this case, G 2 0 ss long as N(Mc) < 1. By the same 
reasoning as that in Case (iii), we get that the matrix A + (1/N2)BD is monotone provided 
N(u) < 1. It is noted that max(N(iV),N(Ms)) = max(N(M), N(M)). Thus, the conclusion 
is proved. 
REMARK 2.1. It is easy to check that (5 + cos(n/iV))/(24N2sin2(?r/2N)) 5 l/8 and so 
N(M) < 1 holds definitely if -8 < M < 0. Also since N 2 2, N(M) < 1 holds, definitely 
ifOIM<48. 
REMARK 2.2. Let D = diag(M(l), . . . , M(N - 1)). In the proof of Lemma 2.3, we show 
that the matrix A + ( 1/N2)BD is monotone provided msx(N(M),N(?C;I)) < 1, where M = 
mmtEI;--I M(t) and u = maxtEI~-l M(t). 
REMARK 2.3. For all M(t), g(t) E S, Lemma 2.3 implies that the linear problem 
--b2@) + PN (M(t)u(t)) = i?(t), t E IN-l 1 9 
40) = 210, t&(N) = tbN 
is uniquely solvable in S provided max(N(M),N(n)) < 1, where M = min,ely-l M(t) and 
Z? = max,elf M(t). 
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3. UPPER AND LOWER SOLUTIONS 
To establish the monotone iterative method and its associated existence-comparison theorem 
for problem (l.l), a crucial requirement is the existence of a pair of upper and lower solutions 
which are defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A function Z(t) E S is called an upper solution of problem (1.1) if 
and g(t) E S is called a lower solution of problem (1 J) if 
-b2g(t) + PN f t E IN-' 1 9 
u(O) 5 % u(N) I P- 
It is obvious that every solution of problem (1.1) is an upper solution as well ss a lower solution. 
Given u(t), v(t), and w(t) in S, we say that w E [u,v] if u(t) 5 w(t) 5 v(t), for all t E 12. 
Before giving the comparison result of the upper and lower solutions, we introduce the concept of 
M-matrix. An n x n real matrix S = (Si,j) is called an M-matrix if S’i,j 5 0, for all i # j and 
there exists the inverse S-’ 2 0 (see [18,19]). The following property of M-matrix can be found 
in [20]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S be an M-matrix. Then there exists a positive diagonal matrix E such that 
the matrix ESE-’ is strictly diagonally dominant. 
We have the following comparison result of the upper and lower solutions. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ‘ii, 21 be a pair of upper and lower solutions of problem (1.1). In addition, 
there exist two constants & and z such that 
M(M - u’(t)) I f (;+(t)) -f(;‘“(t)) 5x@(t)-u’(t)), tEI& (3.1) 
whenever min(g(t),B(t)) 5 u’(t) 5 u(t) 5 max(u(t),7J(t)). If max(hr(J&),N(m)) < 1, then 
E(t) 2 g(t), for sll t E I,N. 
PROOF. Let w(t) = a(t) -g(t). We have from Definition 3.1 that 
-52W(t> +pN (f (+(t,) - f (j+(t))) 2 0, t E Ir-‘, (3.2) 
w(O) 2 0, w(N) 2 0. 
Let v(t) = max(u(t),iz(t)). By (3.1), 
f ($‘w) -f ($,m) 5 (M-M) (N-W)) +=w. 
By introducing w+(t) = max(O, w(t)) and w-(t) = w(t) - w+(t), we have 
-a2w(t) + mP,w(t) 1 (M - M) PNW- (t), t E IN-’ 19 
40) 2 0, Woo. 
(3.3) 
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Let W W- , 7 G E RN-’ such that 
w = (w(l), w(2), . . . ,W(N - l))T ) w- = (w-(1),w-(2),. . . ,?K(N - l))T, 
G = (~(0),0,. . . ,o,~(iV))~. 
Then (3.3) may be written as 
(A+$)W>(l-&)G+vBW-, 
w(O) 2 0, uJ(N) 2 0. 
Since AI(Z) < 1, 
These facts imply 
we have (1 - (g/12N2)G L 0 and by Remark 2.2, (A + (m/N2)B)-’ 1 0. 
(3.5) 
Since N(A4) < 1, it can be checked that A + (M/N2)B is an M-matrix. By Lemma 3.1, 
there exists a positive diagonal matrix E such that E(A + (M/N2)B)Ev1 is strictly diagonally 
dominant. Then for e = (1, 1, . . . , l)T, we have 
and so 
Z-M YEBE-'e<E A+ ( $B)E-'e, 
(3.6) 
From (3.5), 
EW>=-M _TE(A+$B)-lBE-lEW- 
or 
By Lemma 2.2 and (3.6), we get the monotonicity of V- (u - &/N2)E(A+ (li;l/N2)B)-‘BE-’ 
and so EW- 2 0. This implies W- 2 0 or E(t) I u(t), for all t E It. This completes the proof. 
Next, we give an existence result of the upper and lower solutions of problem (1.1). 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that there exists a constant M such that N(M) < 1 and 
(3.7) 
whenever u, u’ E & and u(t) > u’(t), for all t E IoN, where for jtJ 2 0, 
andforM<O, 
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Then problem (1.1) has an upper solution II(t) and a lower solution a(t) in & such that B(t) 2 
g(t), for all t E I,N. 
PROOF. Let v(t) = cy i- (p - a/N)t and w(t) be the solution of the linear problem 
-b%(t) + MP&t) = PN f( 1 $vW)~, t G II”-‘* 
(3.8) 
ur(0) = zo(N) = 0. 
Since N(J.4) < 1, by Remark 2.3 and Lemma 2.3, we know that (3.8) has the unique solution 
w(t) and w(t) 2 0, for all t E It. Furthermore, we have 
(3.9) 
w(0) = w(N) = 0. 
Let W e E RN-’ such that , 
w = (w(l), . . . ) w(N - l))T ) e=(l,l,..., l)T. 
We write (3.9) as 
(A+$$B)WS 
(3.10) 
There are two cases. 
w(0) = w(N) = 0. 
CASE (i). M 2 0. Since N(A4) < 1, by Remark 2.2, we have (A + (M_/N2)B)-’ 10. Moreover, 
0 5 (A + (iU/N2)B)-’ < A-l and so from (3.10) 
or 
where Ai,j are the elements of A-’ and are defined as 
Since cj”=;’ A:,j = (t(N - t))/2 5 (N2/27r) sin(t?r/N) (see [9, Lemma 2.3]), 
t E I,N. 
CASE (ii). M < 0. We have from (3.10) that 
-Mw(j - 1) - lOur(j) - &w(j + 1) + 12 In$ 
0 
‘R re find that 
(3.11) 
$ + sin 9) gbx sin(tn,N) 
ON 
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By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 of 191, we get that 
w(t) I ~(i-~(~))-l(alf(~,~(t))l)sin%, tEIoN. (3.12) 
We now define n(t) = v(t) + w(t) and u(t) = v(t) - w(t). It is clear that n(t) 2 g(t), for all 
t E It. Moreover, the relations (3.11) and (3.12) imply that both E(t) and g(t) are in S1. Next 
we show that E(t) is an upper solution. Clearly, E(0) = a, E(N) = p, and 
So n(t) is an upper solution. Similarly, we can show that g(t) is a lower solution. This completes 
the proof. 
4. MONOTONE ITERATIVE SCHEME 
AND EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we first show that if problem (1.1) possesses an upper solution E(t) and a 
lower solution g(t) such that E(t) 2 g(t) for all t E It, then it has at least one solution. 
Moreover, the upper solution n(t) and the lower solution a(t) may seme as the upper bound and 
the lower bound of the solution, respectively. On the other hand, we can construct an iteration 
which converges monotonically from above or below to the solution, so that the bounds can be 
improved monotonically. 
We consider the following iteration: 
-b2dm)(t) + PN (bf*(t)d”)(t)) = PN (hf*(t)u ‘“-1’(t)) - PNf (;,&-l’(t)) , 
t E q-l, (4.1) 
u(m)(O) = CY, U@)(N) = p, 
where M*(t) E S denotes some function specified later. With the help of Remark 2.3, the above 
iteration is well defined, provided max(N(K), N(m)) < 1, where M’ = rnqEIt M*(t) and 
M’ = min,,l;-l M*(t). 
REMARK 4.1. The use of the function M*(t) in iteration (4.1) is intended to ensure the mono- 
tone convergence of the iteration. On the other hand, it also give some flexibility in practical 
computations which is useful for accelerating the convergence rate of the iteration. This will be 
seen in the next section. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Ti, u be a pair of upper and lower solutions of problem (1.1) such that 
n(t) 2 u(t), for till t E I, N. Moreover, there exists a function m(t) E S with z = min,,lr-l m(t) 
andz=max tE1~ m(t), such that max(n/(z),n/(z)) < 1 and 
f (+)) - f (S'd@)) 5=(W@) -u'(t)), t E I& (4.2) 
wheneverg(t) 5 u’(t) 5 u(t) 5 -ii(t), t E ION. Then twosequences {dm)(t)} and {#)(t)} defined 
by iteration (4.1) with M*(t) = x(t) and the initial values do)(t) = n(t) and u(O)(t) = g(t), 
converge monotonically to the solutions 3 (t) and u*(t) of problem (1. l), respectively. Besides, 
for all m 2 0, 
14(t) 5 u’“‘(t) I 21 (m+l)(t) 5 a*(t) 5 z*(t) 5 n(“+l)(t) 5 n@‘(t) 5 n(t), tEI& (4.3) 
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and for any one solution u*(t) of (1.1) a m u u we have u* E (14f, ?I. If in addition, there exists L,-] 
8 constant M such that h/(M) < 1 and 
,(;,u(t)) -,(;+w) ~ww---‘W, +qY, (4.4) 
whenever a(t) 5 u’(t) 5 u(t) 5 E(t), for all t E I,-, , N then n*(t) E g*(t) and is the unique solution 
of problem (1.1) in [a, E]. 
PROOF. We use induction to assert, that for all t E It, 
IL(t) 5 u’“‘(t) I dm+‘)(t) 5 ?P+‘)(t) 5 n(m)(t) 5 n(t), m=0,1,2 (.... (4.5) 
First, we have from (4.1), Definition 3.1, and (4.2), that for all t E IF-l, 
- b2 (#‘(t) - g”‘(t)) + PN (n(t) (14(‘)(t) -g”‘(t))) > 0, 
- a2 (d”(t) -ii”‘(t)) + PN (x(t) (do’(t) -ii(‘)(t))) 2 0, 
- b2 (d”(t) -#‘(t)) + PN (M(t) (d”(t) -g”‘(t))) 
= PN (x(t) (d”(t) - (‘I a (t,)) - pN (f (5, d@(t)) - f (&(O)(t))) 2 0. 
Combining the above conclusions with Lemma 2.3 shows that (4.5) holds for m = 0. Assume 
that (4.5) holds for some m 2 0. We have from (4.1) and (4.2), that for all t E IF-‘, 
- s2 (lpf2) (t) - @+‘)(t)) + PN (n(t) (11’“+2’(t) - atm+‘)(t))) 
= PN (M(t) (,(m+1’(t) - dm)(t))) - PN (f ($ll”+‘(t)) - f ($u’“‘(t))) > 0. 
By Lemma 2.3, we get 14 tm+‘)(t) 2 x(“‘+‘)(t), for all t E I$‘. A similar argument give~@+~)(t) 2 
dm+2)(t) and E(m+2)(t) 2 ~(“+~)(t). The induction for (4.5) is completed. 
In view of (4.5), there exist limits V((t) and g*(t) such that 
,‘lmdm)(t) = l?(t), lim P)(t) = u*(t), na+oo- t E I:, 
and (4.3) holds. Letting m 4 00 in (4.1), we see that Z*(t) and a*(t) are solutions of (1.1). 
Now if u*(t) is any other solution of (1.1) in b,E], then it is also a lower solution of (1.1) in 
b,~]. Using do)(t) = u*(t) and do)(t) = E(t), the above arguments imply that C(t) 2 u*(t). 
Similarly, using u*(t) as an upper solution we get g*(t) I u*(t). This proves u* E [?,4*,a*]. 
We now turn to the local uniqueness of the solutions. It suffices to show that S(t) = g*(t), 
for all t E It. Let w*(t) =V(t) -g*(t). Then w*(t) 2 0, for all t E It, and 
-b2w*(t) + PN f ( (em) -f(+*o~)) =o, 
w*(t) = w*(N) = 0. 
Furthermore by (4.4), 
-b2W*(t) +MPNut*(t) 5 0, t E IF-‘, 
w’(t) = w*(N) = 0. 
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Since N(a) < 1, we have from Lemma 2.3 that w*(t) 5 0 and so w*(t) = 0, for all t E It. This 
completes the proof. 
REMARK 4.2. In the determination of the monotone sequence from iteration (4.1), it is only 
needed to solve a linear two point discrete boundary value problem in each iteration. We can use 
any one method proposed in [lo], which is efficient in constructing the solution of such a problem. 
REMARK 4.3. The uniqueness condition N(M) < 1 can be relaxed to h/(M) 2 1 if u 2 0, while 
it holds definitely if -8 < M 5 0. For the case of M I -8, the uniqueness result in Theorem 4.1 
cannot be improved much without additional condition on f(t/N,~). In fact, we consider the 
following linear problem: 
-s2U(t) + uPNu(t) = 0, t E IN-l 1 7 
v(0) = U(N) = 0, (4.6) 
where u = -(24N2 sin2(?r/2N))/(5 + cos(?r/N)) I -8 for which N(a) = 1. In this case, prob- 
lem (4.6) has a trivial solution u(t) = 0, t E It, as well as a nontrivial solution u(t) = sin(tn/N), 
t E I& 
Applying the results in Theorems 3.2, 4.1, and 3.1, we get the following local existence and 
uniqueness of the solution of problem (1.1). 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that there exist two constants z and a such that 
M(u(t) - u’(t)) I f (+w) -f($.W) ~~(u(t)-uUl(t)), t#, 
whenever U,U’ E Sl and u(t) 2 u’(t), for all t E It, where SI is defined as in Theorem 3.2. 
If max(N(M),N(~)) < 1, then problem (1.1) has the unique solution u*(t) in Sl. Moreover, 
iteration (4.1) with M*(t) E li;l converges monotonically from above (from below) to u*(t) if 
do)(t) = a + (@ - a)/N + w(t) (u(‘)(t) = a + (p - CY)/N - w(t)), where ur(t) is the unique 
solution of (3.8). 
PROOF. Theorem 3.2 shows that E(t) = a + (p - a)/N + w(t) and u(t) = cr + (p - a)/N - w(t) 
are the upper solution and the lower solution of problem (l.l), respectively. Moreover, B(t) 2 g(t) 
for all t E It. Theorem 4.1 ensures the existence of the solution of the problem (1.1) in Si and 
the monotone convergence of iteration (4.1). Since every solution of problem (1.1) is an upper 
solution as well ss a lower solution, using the result in Theorem 3.1 we obtain the uniqueness of 
the solution of problem (1.1) in Si. 
REMARK 4.4. The results in Theorem 4.2 improve the results in [9, Theorem 5.11 where the 
continuously differentiable property of f(t/N,u) with respect to u and the condition 0 5 2 
(t/N, u) < a are required, moreover, the iteration may not have the monotone convergence. 
Obviously, if the conditions in Theorem 4.2 holds in S, then we obtain the global existence and 
uniqueness of the solution of problem (1.1). 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that there exist two constants m and M such that 
M(u(t)d(t)) 5 f 4 (t) - f 4 ‘(Q 5 w4t) - ‘1L’(t)), (Iv+ ) (IVU ) t E I& 
whenever U, IL’ E S and u(t) 1 u’(t), for all t E IO N. If msx(A@&),N(Q)) < 1, then prob- 
lem (1.1) has the unique solution u*(t) in S. Moreover, iteration (4.1) with M*(t) E z 
converges monotonidy Erom above (from below) to u*(t) if u(‘)(t) = Q + (@ - cr)/N + u)(t) 
(do’(t) = cy + (p - CYpv) - u)(t)), where ut(t) is the unique solution of (3.8). 
In the remainder of this section, we consider the global convergence of iteration (4.1). 
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M(a - at)) I f ($u(t)) -f($uYt)) Gw)-d(t)), tEI& (4.7) 
whenever u,u’ E S and u(t) 2 u’(t), for 811 t E I0 N. If m&N(M), A@?)) c 1, then for any 
initial value u(O)(t) such that u(O)(O) = (Y and U(~)(N) = p, iteration (4.1) with M*(t) G a 
converges to the unique solution of problem (1.1). 
PROOF. Let w(t) be the solution of linear problem: 
-s2W(t) + &fpNw(t) = d2do)(t) + PN f ($dYt)) 1, t E IF, (4.8) 
w(0) = w(N) = 0. 
Since N(u) < 1, by Remark 2.3 and Lemma 2.3, we know that (4.8) has the unique solution 
w(t) and w(t) 2 0, for all t E IO N. Set E(t) = u(O)(t) + w(t) and g(t) = u(O)(t) - w(t). Then 
g(t) 5 u(O)(t) 5 n(t), for all t E IO N. Moreover, we have E(O) = cy, E(N) = p and by (4.8) 
and (4.7), 
-b2a(t) + PNf 
( > 
i,“(t) = -b2d0)(t) - s2W(t) + PNf T+(t) 
( > 
tpN(f(;,a(t)) -f(+O)o) -&(t)) 20. 
This fact shows us that E(t) is an upper solution of problem (1.1). Similarly, g(t) is a lower 
solution of problem (1.1). Starting from ‘ii(‘)(t) = E(t), g(O)(t) = g(t), and u(O)(t), we construct 
the sequences {dm)(t)}, {dm)(t)), and {u@)(t)) fr om iteration (4.1) with the same M*(t) E M, 
respectively. By Theorem 4.1, 
eqt) 2 $qt), tE It, m=0,1,2 ,..., 
and lim,,, ?W(t) = lim,,,@)(t) = u*(t) is the solution of problem (1.1). Moreover, 
Theorem 4.3 ensures that u*(t) is the unique solution of problem (1.1). We assert by induction 
that 
@J(t) 5 u@qt) 5 lw(t), t E IoN, m=0,1,2 ,.... (4.9) 
It is clear that (4.9) holds for m = 0. Suppose that (4.9) holds for some m 2 0. We have that 
ti”+“(O) - u(~+~)(O) = 0, ;fi(m+‘+V) - u(~+~)(JV) = 0 and by (4.1) and (4.7), 
_ 62 (a(m+l) (t) _ @+1)(t)) + mpN (E(m+l) (t) _ u(m+l)(t)) 
= ZpN (d”‘(t) - dm)(t)) - pN (f (;,dm)(t)) - f (;, d-)(t))) > 0. 
So by Lemma 2.3, d”+‘)(t) > dm+‘)(t), for all t E I:. Analogously, g(m+l)(t) 5 dm+‘)(t), 
for all t E It. The induction for (4.9) is completed. Now, taking limits in (4.9), we obtain 
lim,-+, dm)(t) = u*(t). This completes the proof. 
5. THE CONVERGENCE RATE OF THE ITERATION 
In this section, we compare and analyze the convergence rate of iteration (4.1). We begin with 
the following comparison result. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let ?i, 14 be a pair of upper and lower solutions of problem (1.1) such that 
Z(t) 2 u(t), for all t E I, N. In addition, there exist two functions Mi(t) E S (i = 1,2) with 
& = min,EI~-l I&(t) and zi = rna+eIO N h&(t) such that maxi,r,a max(N(M;),N(?$?i)) C 1 
and 
f (;,4t,) - f ($UW) I M2(t) (W - u’(t)>, t E IoN, 
whenever g(t) 5 u’(t) 5 u(t) I E(t), t E 1, N. Let {d”)(t)} and (a(“‘) (t)} denote sequences 
&om iteration (4.1) with M*(t) = Ml(t), and the initial values Z(o)(t) = Z(t) and g(O)(t) = 
u(t), respectively. Also, let {&“‘(t)} and (11 r(m) t ( 11 denote sequences from iteration (4.1) with 
M*(t) = M2 (t) and the same initial values 72”‘) (t) = n(t) and &O’(t) = a(t), respectively. Then 
all above sequences have the monotone convergence described in Theorem 4.1. Moreover, 
@J(t) 2 ?P’(t), u’“‘(t) <11’(“)(t), tE I& m=0,1,2 )...I (5.1) 
provided Ml(t) 1 Mz(t), for all t E If. 
PROOF. We only prove (5.1). From the monotone convergence of the sequences, we have that 
forallt~l~andm=0,1,2 ,..., 
I#) I u’“‘(t) I 14 @+l)(t) 5 n(“+Q(t) 5 n’“‘(t) 5 n(t), 
g(t) 2 @yt) 5 lp+l)(t) 5 TP+‘)(t) 5 lP)(t) 5 n(t). 
Clearly (5.1) is true for m = 0. Suppose that (5.1) holds for some m 2 0. Let m(“+r)(t) = 
-ii<“+‘)(t) - ??(m+‘)(t). Then 7J(m+1)(0) = w(~+I)(N) = 0 and 
- b2dm+‘)(t) + PN (M,(t)zj@+l)(t)) 
= PjV (M1(t)atm)(t )) -PNf ($1 E(“)(t) ) + PN ((Mz(t) - Ml(t)@“‘“+“(t)) 
+ PNf (y++)(t)) - PN (&(t)&‘(“)(t)) 
2 PN (Ml(t) - Mz(t))2i’(m) 
( (t)) + PN @s(t) - Ma) ~(m+l)W) 
= PN ((Ml(t) - MS(t)) ($‘“‘(t) - .,cm+l’(t))) ?Z 0. 
By Lemma 2.3, iiS(m+l)(t) 2 0 and so dm+l)(t) 1 dm+‘)(t), for all t E It. The proof of 
++“(t) 521 ‘(m+1)(t) for all t E It is similar. The induction for (5.1) is completed. 
The result in Theorem 5.1 reveals that the less value of M*(t) can result in the faster conver- 
gence rate of iteration (4.1). This is useful in practical computations. Next we further analyze 
the convergence rate of iteration (4.1). 
THEOREM 5.2. Assume that aII conditions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Let &l(t) be the iterated 
solution d’“)(t) or I given in Theorem 4.1 and u*(t) be the limit of I. Then 
there exists a positive diagonal matrix E = diag(&, . . . , EN-l) such that for all t E It and 
m = 0, 1,2,. . . , 
I u+)(t) - U*(t)l 5 SP” ( tEIN_’ 1 max 21 (O)(r) - u*(t)1 + A ,zoT Iu(s)(t) - u*(t)1 ) , (5.2) 1 
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with 
P = 
-1 
BE-’ < 1. 
m 
PROOF. By the monotone convergence of the sequences, the comparison result in Theorem 5.1 
and the local uniqueness of the solution, we only need to prove the csse of M*(t) s z. Also, 
we only consider the case of I = Zcm)(t). Let r~(~)(t) = ulm)(t) - u*(t). We have that 
w@)(t) 2 0, for all m 2 0 and t E It, and III@)(O) = VI(~)(N) = 0, for all m > 1. Moreover, for 
allm>l, 
-62wyt) + 7i%ppw(t) 5 (M-A!) PN?Lwl)(t), t E I;--? 
Set 
Iv+) = ( U@)(l), . . . , w@)(N - l))T, 
Gtm) = dm)(o),o , . . . ,O,W(~)(N))~ E RN-‘. 
We write (5.3) as 
z--M jjh”d 5 m.mzBW(“-‘) + - 
Due to (A + (z/N2)B)-’ 2 0 and (1/12)G@-l) I (l/lO)BG(“‘-‘I, 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
Since N(M) < 1, it can be checked that A + (M/N’)B is an M-matrix. By Lemma 3.1, there 
exists a positive diagonal matrix E = diag(Er , . . . , EN-~) such that 
E(A+gB)E-’ 
is strictly diagonally dominant. Then for e = (1, 1, . . . , l)T, we have 
2-M 
YEBE-‘e c E 
andso 
Further by (5.4), 
Since Gtrn) = 0, for all m 2 1, we have that for all m 2 1, 
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Consequently, 
I I max& m w(%) 5 -P * ( ,ZE1 Iu(OV) - u’(t)1 + ; tzoaN I”(e)(t) - u’(t)1 , 1 ) 
and the conclusion follows. 
The estimate (5.2) shows that iteration (4.1) has geometric convergence rate. 
REMARK 5.1. If & > 0 and N(M) < 1, then the matrix A + (M_/N2)B is a strictly diagonally 
dominant M-matrix. For this case, we can take E = v (identity matrix) in Theorem 5.2 and so 
P= 
00 
6. SOME EXAMPLES 
In this section, we give some examples which support the theoretical analysis in the previous 
sections. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Consider the boundary value problem 
-s2U(t) + PNf ;, u(t) ( > = 0, t E IN-l 1 9 
u(0) = u(N) = 0, 
where f(t/N,u) = t/N + (l/n)u - u2. It can be checked that 
whenever u(t), u(t) E SI, and u(t) 2 u’(t) for all t E It, where 
Sl = 
{ 
u(t) 1 u(t) E s, Izl(t)J I &sing}. 
(6-l) 
This fact implies that the conditions in Theorem 4.2 hold for this example. Thus, from Theo 
rem 4.2, problem (6.1) has the unique solution in Si. 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Consider the boundary value problem 
-&Y2u(t) + PNf ( > f , u(t) = 0, t E q-1, 
u(0) = u(N) = 0, 
(6.2) 
where f(t/N, u) = 1 sin(u + a)1 f or arbitrary given constant q. In this case, we have 
- (u(t) - u’(t)) I f ($u(t)) -&u’(t)) IU(t)-UZll(t), tEI& 
whenever u(t), u’(t) E S, and u(t) 2 u’(t), for all t E IO N. Thus, from Theorem 4.3, problem (6.2) 
has the unique solution in S. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Consider the boundary value problem 
-b2u(t) + PN f = 0, t E IF-', 
u(0) = u(N) = 0, 
(6.3) 
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where f(t/N,u) = u2 - n2 sin(?rt/N) - sin2(nt/N). It can be checked that 
X2-i-1 t 
“(t)=2N 1-k 
( > 
is an upper solution and g(t) z 0 is a lower solution. Moreover, for all t E It, n(t) 2 g(t), and 
O~~(~,u(t))-f(~.“‘(t)) IZ(t)(u(t)-u’(t)), 
whenever g(t) 5 u’(t) 5 u(t) I E(t) for all t E It, where z(t) = (1r2 + l)(t/N)(l -t/N). Set 
N = 20. We have 2 = min,elr-l z(t) = (19(x2 + 1)/400) and p = maxterf%(t) = 
(n2 + 1)/4. We use iterative scheme (4.1) with M*(t) = m(t) to solve (6.3) and denote by 
dm)(t) the m’th value of iteration. Numerical results show that if u(O)(t) = E(t), then {u(“)(t)} 
is a nonincreasing sequence (see Table l), while if u(‘)(t) = u(t), then {d”)(t)} is a nondecreas- 
ing sequence (see Table 2). The monotonicity in Tables 1 and 2 agrees with the one described 
by Theorem 4.1. In all computations, we also find that the above two sequences tend to the 
same limit. This coincides with the uniqueness result in Theorem 4.1, because the uniqueness 
condition of the solution is satisfied in this example. 
Table 1. 
T-able 2. 
Next, starting the same initial values do)(t) = E(t) and u(‘)(t) = g(t), we compute the 
sequences {T@)(t)} and {@)(t)} f rom the iterative scheme (4Tl) with the different M*(t). We 
take M*(t) = z(t) and M*(t) E 6, respectively. Also, set N = 20. Numerical results for the 
values of iteration at t = 3,5,7 are given in Tables 3 and 4. It is seen from these tables that the 
values of -i(m)(t) in Table 3 are less than the corresponding ones in Table 4, while the values of 
g(“)(t) in Table 3 are greater than the corresponding ones in Table 4. In addition, we get that 
Table 3. The values of iteration with M*(t) = a(t). 
m Ii(m) (3) I@)(5) ?W (7) dm) (3) g(m)(5) dm) (7) 
1 0.458903 0.714760 0.900598 0.400055 0.621028 0.780400 
3 0.454005 0.707130 0.891037 0.453803 0.706809 0.890626 
5 0.453992 0.707109 0.891009 0.453991 0.707108 0.891008 
Table 4. The values of iteration with M*(t) 3 6. 
m Ii(m) (3) Ii(m) (5) E@)(7) dm) (3) 3fCrn)(5) dm) (7) 
1 0.504520 0.781726 0.980953 0.304800 0.476394 0.602125 
3 0.457452 0.712380 0.897521 0.441858 0.688556 0.868014 
5 0.454244 0.707494 0.891485 0.453087 0.705728 0.889301 
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the number of iteration with M*(t) = m(t) is 6 and it is 12 when M*(t) I 6, provided that 
the iteration criterion is determined from the condition max tEION Iz’“‘(t) - g@)(t)1 < 1O-g. All 
these observations support the comparison result in Theorem 5.1. 
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